
 
 
 
 

 
 

First things first … 
What is Lent? 
Lent is a six week season leading up to Easter, during which we prepare to remember Jesus’ death (Good Friday) and celebrate his 
resurrection (Easter Sunday).  Lent begins on Ash Wednesday (March 1st this year) and continues until Easter.  It is 40 days long, not 
including Sundays. 
 

What are Christians supposed to do during Lent? 
The one thing you many know about Lent is that someone is bound to ask, “what are you giving up for Lent?”  But Lent is more 
than giving up chocolate or coffee or sugar.  We’re preparing to remember that Jesus died— for us— that’s a pretty good reason to 
devote time to deepening our faith in Christ and practicing the disciplines which contribute to that.  Christians use this time to think 
about Jesus, pray, confess and turn away from their sin, give to others, serve others, and grow more like Jesus.   
 

Okay, so what’s all this have to do with Family Movie Night? 
 
Family Movie Night is a way for your family to spend time together in a fun activity while talking together about the themes we 
typically reflect on during Lent: confession and repentance, self-denial, faith and spiritual growth.   
 
The Movie Night cards will also challenge your family to take part in four tasks that have historically been part of the Church’s 
observance of Lent:  

  Prayer  Fasting   Almsgiving (charity) Scripture Reading 
 

 

Turn this card over to find out how it works. 
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How to Use the Family Movie Night Cards 
 
This pack contains  

 6 Movie Night cards (one for each week of Lent)  

 1 Easter Movie Suggestion card 

 1 More Lent Ideas card 
 

 
Movie Night:  Before you watch the movie, read the 
scripture passage indicated on the card.  Then watch the 
movie—we’ve even included the first week’s popcorn!  At 
the end of the movie, talk with each other using the 
suggested discussion questions.  Talking about the movie 
and connecting it to lent is important, so try not to skip it! 
 
Family Challenge:  Each week the Family Challenge will 
suggest one activity for each of the four Lenten tasks 
(prayer, fasting, almsgiving, and scripture reading).  As a 
family, choose at least one challenge task for the week.   
 

On Sunday, each week of Lent, do two things:   

 Choose a night for Family Movie Night that week 

 Choose a Family Challenge option 
 

Lent begins on Ash Wednesday, but the “weeks” of Lent 
begin with the first Sunday of Lent—March 5th this year. 

Notes about the Movies 
 All of the movies are rated G or PG   

 All of the movies are available from Netflix and/or 
Amazon Video (with one exception, for which we’ll 
suggest alternatives) 

 
We have tried to choose movies that will be appropriate 
for children K—5th grade.  But every family and child is 
different, and perhaps we have chosen a movie that 
doesn’t work for your family.  You—the parents—know 
what is best for your family.  Please use your own 
judgment about which movies to watch.   
 
What to do if you choose not to watch the suggested 
movie? 

 Have Family Movie Night anyway, with a movie of your 
choosing and see if you can find Lenten or Easter 
themes in it! 

 Choose an activity from the More Lent Ideas card—turn 
Family Movie Night into Family Project Night! 

 
For information and reviews of the movies, you can check 
these sites: 

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/reviews 
http://www.pluggedin.com/ 
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 How do you listen to the un-seeable voice of God? 

 “A person’s a person, no matter how small.”  All our lives have meaning, whether we’re as big as an elephant or as small as a 
Who, or somewhere in between.  What does this mean to you? 

 Do you remember how Horton sacrificed for the good of others?  What does that look like for you?  Is it hard?  Risky? 

 Horton’s faith and determination helped him stick up for the helpless.  Who are some of the helpless people in our 

 

Before you watch the movie 
 

What do you think faith is? 
 

Read Hebrews 11:1.  Does this verse change how you would answer the question?  How? 
 

“ … certain of what we do not see.”  Keep this phrase in mind as you watch the movie. 
 

Watch the movie (don’t forget the popcorn!) 
 

After you watch the movie 

 Horton listens to the small, un-seeable voice.  He is certain (sure) of something he 
cannot see.  His faith allows for new experiences to come into his life.  He also goes 
through a hard time when he is the only one who believes.  Have you ever felt like 
Horton?  Tell about it. 

1st Week of Lent 
Horton Hears a Who 
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world? How can you help?  How can you speak up, protect and acknowledge people who don’t feel heard?   

 Horton wouldn’t be Horton if he hadn’t forgiven those who were mean to him.  Even though they made fun of him, caged him 
and poked him with sticks.  Horton didn’t hold that against them.  Instead, when he’s proven right, he immediately reaches out 
to them with a peace offering.  How does it feel to be forgiven when you may not deserve it? How does it feel to forgive 
someone who doesn’t ask for it? 

 What did you think of the Mayor’s one minute a day with each of his kids?  Was he connecting enough with his kids?  Parents, 
what are you doing to connect with your children? 

Choose one of the weekly challenges to complete this week, as a family.  By the end of Lent try at 
least one challenge from each category. 
 

Prayer—Learn the 5-finger prayer.  Each day of this week, pray one type of prayer (e.g. on Monday, praise prayers, on Tuesday, 
thanksgiving prayers, etc)  On the last two days of the week, pray all five types of prayer. 
 
Fasting—Focus on God. As a family, think of things that have separated you from God and caused you to turn your attention 
elsewhere.  Choose one of these to fast from this week.  Decide how you will spend that time to honor God instead.  
 
 
 
 
 

(Alms)giving—Fill a donation box.  Place a box in a family space of your home.  
Declutter your house and fill the box with items to give to a local thrift shop. 
 
 
Scripture Reading—Read about people of faith. Hebrews 11 names many Old 
Testament characters with great faith.  Read through the chapter and choose one. 
Then read their story in the Old Testament.  How did they show their faith in God? 

About Fasting: Traditionally, faith-related fasting refers to refraining from food for a period 
of time, and devoting that time to God. But we can also “fast” from anything that distracts us 
from God.  Some of the fasting challenges will be hard—that’s the point.  They are sacrificial 
and meant to bring to mind Christ’s sacrifice for us. 

Alms: money, food, or other donations given to the poor or needy; anything given as charity.   
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The original, animated version of this movie is not available on either Amazon or Netflix.  
But it provides such a clear example of what repentance is all about that we just couldn’t 
leave it out. If you don’t own a copy, borrow one from the public library, borrow the book 
from the library (now you’re having Family Book Night), or check with friends to borrow 
the movie or the book. 
 

Before you watch the movie 
 

Are you surprised to be watching a Christmas movie as we get ready for Easter? 
Remember, Easter is the day we celebrate Jesus' resurrection from the dead.  It is the most 
important day of the year for Christians, but we couldn't have Easter without Christmas!   
 

There is another reason to watch this movie as we get ready for Easter.  It shows us the 
meaning of the word “repent.” 
 

Read Matthew 3:1-6.  Look up the word "repent" in a dictionary.  (Merriam-Webster's 
learnersdictionary.com is a good one for kids.)  When John tells people to repent, what 
does he want people to do? 

Here's another way to explain "repent."  It means "turn around and walk away from sin (the bad or wrong things we do)."  As you 
watch the movie, keep an eye out for what bad or wrong things the Grinch is doing, and when he turns around! 
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Watch the movie 
 
After you watch the movie 

 What did you see?  What bad or wrong things did you notice the Grinch doing? 

 When have you ever done any of these things? 

 Talk about the Grinch's "turn around."  When did it happen?  What caused it?  What had to happen in order for the Grinch to 
fully turn around, save the sled, and take Christmas back to Whoville? 

 What about you?  Is there something you need to repent about - something wrong or bad that you need to turn around and 
walk away from? 

 Will it be hard to change your heart so you can do this?  Who could help change your heart? 

 What will you do this week to show that you are walking away from sin? 

Choose one of the weekly challenges to complete this week, as a family.  By the end of Lent try at 
least one challenge from each category. 
 

Prayer—Create a family prayer jar.  Place a jar in a family space along with slips of paper, crayons, pens.  Choose a theme for the 
week (e.g. good things that happened, people who need help). Each day, each family member writes a prayer on paper and puts 
it in the jar.  At the end of the week, empty the jar and pray through the papers together. 
 
Fasting—Fast from candy or junk food.  This week, when you would normally have some candy or junk food, drink a glass of 
water instead, and remember that Jesus is our living water. 
 
Giving—Give an offering for your food.  Place a bowl on your dinner table.  Each time a family member eats something during 
the week, they put a quarter (or an amount you choose) in the bowl. At week’s end, donate the money to a charity you choose.  
 
Scripture Reading—Memorize 1 John 1:9.  Read 1 John, chapter 1.  Memorize verse 9 together by creating movements for each 
phrase, such as two steps left on first phrase, jump and turn on the second, etc.  Say and do the verse together every day.  
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3rd Week of Lent 
Chronicles of Narnia:  Voyage of the Dawn Treader 

Before you watch the movie 
If you haven’t seen the Narnia movies or read the books, before you see this movie you 
need to know that Aslan is the great lion creator of the world of Narnia.  Watch for him—
there are several times in the movie when his presence is felt even though he isn’t 
physically there. 
 
Read Acts 9:1-19. 
What is Saul like at the beginning of the story.  What happens when he meets Jesus?  
What do you know about what Saul (also called Paul) was like and what he did after this 
story? (hint: read Acts 9:20-22) 
 

Watch the movie 
 

After you watch the movie 

 It might not seem like it at first, but this is a story about Eustace. How does he change 
from the beginning to the end? 

 What happens to Eustace throughout the story is what we call spiritual growth (from not even believing in Narnia, to 
experiencing it, to meeting Aslan and eventually playing an important part in the task the Narnians are trying to complete).  
Spiritual growth is when God’s Spirit grows inside us, and we become more and more like God.  How do you think Eustace 
becomes more and more like Aslan?  Talk about things that have happened to you that helped you grow to be more like God. 

 How are Eustace and Saul/Paul the same?  How are they different? 
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 Where did you notice Aslan’s presence in the movie? Tell about a time when you knew God was present even though you 
couldn’t see him. 

 How does spending time with Narnians (people who already believe in Aslan) help him begin to change?  How does spending 
time with people who believe in Jesus help you to change? 

 What do you think the green mist is? 

 At the end of the movie, Aslan tells Lucy that he has a different name in her world and she must learn to know him by that 
name.  What name do you think he talking about? 

Choose one of the weekly challenges to complete this week, as a family.  By the end of Lent try at 
least one challenge from each category. 
 

Prayer—Learn the Lord’s Prayer in a new way.  Make up motions for main words in the Lord’s Prayer, or learn American Sign 
Language signs (http://wpgod.blogspot.com/2013/08/the-lords-prayer-in-sign-language.html).  Say the prayer with motions each day. 
 
Fasting—Fast for a meal.  Choose one meal this week that your family will skip. Choose a meal you normally eat—no fair 
choosing breakfast if you never eat breakfast anyway!   Instead, make a meal for someone else and deliver it to them. 
 
Giving—Perform acts of love.  Brainstorm ways you can show love to people.  Write down your ideas and have each family 
member pick an act of love to do this week for someone who is not a family member or close friend.  For a real challenge, try to 
perform one of these acts of love each day of the week. 
 
Scripture Reading—Make a scripture poster.  Re-read Acts 9:1-19.  Make a family poster that illustrates the story.  Use any 
materials you like—crayons, markers, paper, words, images.  Try to include all the significant events of the story in some way. 
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4th Week of Lent 
Soul Surfer 

Note to Parents:  This movie is the inspiring, true story of Bethany Hamilton, a young girl who 
survives a shark attack that severs her arm.  The attack and subsequent rescue are depicted on-
screen.  The actual attack is very quick, but the shark is visible attacking, and the ensuing trauma is 
intense and somewhat bloody.  It is strongly recommended that parents preview this segment of the 
film and decide whether it is appropriate for their young children.  The attack occurs approximately 
22 minutes into the film and the rescue sequence closes at about the 28-minute mark.  If you choose 
to skip this portion of the movie, you will still see the full scope of Bethany’s faith journey.  Also, you 
can assure your children there are no sharks in the water during any other surfing scenes. 
 

Before you watch the movie 
 

Read 2 Corinthians 4:8-9 
This scripture says that no matter where difficulties come from, Christians are never “out,” 
never destroyed by them.  Why not? 
 

Read Philippians 4:13 
Listen for this verse in the movie. 

Watch the movie 
 
After you watch the movie 

 Try tying your shoes or putting toothpaste on your toothbrush with just one hand. How many other things can you think of that 
would be hard to do if you only had one arm?   

 Hard things happen to everyone. What are some hard things that have happened to you?   
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 How do you think Bethany’s faith in God helped her after the shark attack?   

 Has faith in God ever helped you with something hard?  Tell about that time.  

 Bethany wasn’t always positive.  She asked, “How can this be God’s plan for me?” and “What happened to ‘I can do all things 
through him who gives me strength?’”  Do you think it is okay to ask these kind of questions about God?   

 Can you have faith in God and doubts about God at the same time? 

 Do you ever wonder what God’s plan is?  When? 

 Working hard for something even when it is incredibly difficult is called perseverance.  What do you think perseverance can lead 
to?  (Hint: re-watch the scene where Bethany surfs for the first time after the shark attack {50 minute mark}.  What’s the 
expression on her face when she finally succeeds in getting up on the board?) 

 How does faith help us have perseverance?  How does perseverance help us have faith? 

Choose one of the weekly challenges to complete this week, as a family.  By the end of Lent try at 
least one challenge from each category. 
 

 
Prayer—Pray for people in leadership.  Make a list of specific people who hold positions of leadership or authority (at school and 
work, in government, in the community, etc).  Pray for these people by name all week.  Ask God to give them wisdom. 
 
Fasting—Fast from screen-time.  Choose to specifically take a break from TV (except this week’s movie!), social media, 
technology or online games.  Spend that time caring for things God has given you or spend time together. 
 
Giving—Clean up!  Clean something at your church or school that you didn’t mess up, and that most people won’t know you 
helped clean (dust pews, wash windows, tidy up cabinets, sort dried up markers, clean white boards).  How does it feel to do 
something without recognition? 
 
Scripture Reading—Post 2 Corinthians 4:8-9.  Write the words of 2 Corinthians 4:8-9 on your mirror using dry erase marker; also 
post the verse on your refrigerator and other places you will see it.  Read it through the week as a reminder to persevere.  
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 Has faith in God ever helped you with something hard?  Tell about that time.  

 Bethany wasn’t always positive.  She asked, “How can this be God’s plan for me?” and “What happened to ‘I can do all things 
through him who gives me strength?’”  Do you think it is okay to ask these kind of questions about God?   

 Can you have faith in God and doubts about God at the same time? 

 Do you ever wonder what God’s plan is?  When? 

 Working hard for something even when it is incredibly difficult is called perseverance.  What do you think perseverance can lead 
to?  (Hint: re-watch the scene where Bethany surfs for the first time after the shark attack {50 minute mark}.  What’s the 
expression on her face when she finally succeeds in getting up on the board?) 

 How does faith help us have perseverance?  How does perseverance help us have faith? 

Choose one of the weekly challenges to complete this week, as a family.  By the end of Lent try at 
least one challenge from each category. 
 

 
Prayer—Pray for people in leadership.  Make a list of specific people who hold positions of leadership or authority (at school and 
work, in government, in the community, etc).  Pray for these people by name all week.  Ask God to give them wisdom. 
 
Fasting—Fast from screen-time.  Choose to specifically take a break from TV (except this week’s movie!), social media, 
technology or online games.  Spend that time caring for things God has given you or spend time together. 
 
Giving—Clean up!  Clean something at your church or school that you didn’t mess up, and that most people won’t know you 
helped clean (dust pews, wash windows, tidy up cabinets, sort dried up markers, clean white boards).  How does it feel to do 
something without recognition? 
 
Scripture Reading—Post 2 Corinthians 4:8-9.  Write the words of 2 Corinthians 4:8-9 on your mirror using dry erase marker; also 
post the verse on your refrigerator and other places you will see it.  Read it through the week as a reminder to persevere.  



5th Week of Lent 
Big Hero 6 

Before you watch the movie 
 

Read John 15:12,13  and  Mark 15:21-38 
 

Jesus commands his disciples to love each other the way he loved them.  How did Jesus 
show his love for his disciples?   
Think about this—the most important way that Jesus showed love for his disciples (and us) 
was dying for our sins, but are there other ways Jesus showed love to his disciples (and us)?  
What do you think those are? Which of these ways of loving do you show to your friends? 
 

Watch the movie 
 

After you watch the movie 

 Baymax gives up his life (dies) to save Hiro and Abigail.  Why did he do that? 

 Why do you think Jesus gave up his life to save us?  Did he have to? 

 How are Jesus and Baymax the same?  How are they not the same? 

 Sacrifice is a word that means giving up something valuable or important in order to help someone else.  What sacrifices have 
you made for your family or a friend? 

 At the beginning of the movie, Hiro gets himself into a dangerous situation and needs help.  His older brother rescues him.  Have 
you ever needed rescuing?  Who rescued you? 

 How did you feel when Tadashi died?  Has anyone you loved ever died?  Did you feel some of the same things Hiro felt?  How 
did you get better?  Who helped you? 
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 At the end of the movie Hiro says, “We didn’t set out to be super heroes, but life doesn’t always work out like you plan.”  When 
has life not gone the way you planned?  How did you act when that happened? 

 When Hiro catches the person responsible for Tadashi’s death he tries to make Baymax destroy him.  Have you ever been so 
angry that you wanted to destroy something or hurt someone?  What happened? 

 How did Hiro’s friends show love for him? 

 How have your friends shown love to you?  How do you show love back? 

Choose one of the weekly challenges to complete this week, as a family.  By the end of Lent try at 
least one challenge from each category. 
 

Prayer—Pray for people in your church.  Look in the church bulletin for the list of people who need prayer.  Each family member 
can choose one or two names.  Each day, pray for that person by name.  Ask God to be present with them and meet their needs.  
 
Fasting—Fast from your “lifeline.”  What’s the one food or drink you just can’t live without?  Daily coffee from Starbucks? 
Dessert after dinner?  Give it up this week.  Each time you do, remember the sacrifice that Jesus made for you on the cross.  
 
Giving—Give an offering for your light.  Count every light bulb in your house (don’t forget closets, night lights and other 
“hidden” bulbs).  For each light bulb, donate a dollar (or whatever amount you choose) to your electric company’s program for 
emergency assistance with electric bills or another charity of your choice.   Remember that Jesus, whose life and death we are 
remembering, is the Light of the World. 
 
Scripture Reading—Read the Gospel of Mark.  Mark is the shortest of the gospels (16 chapters).  Set aside time each day to read 
the gospel as a family so that you read the whole gospel this week. 
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6th Week of Lent 
Chronicles of Narnia:  The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe 

Before you watch the movie 
 

Read Matthew 16:21-25 
What do you think the words "deny yourself" mean? 
 

Lent is a good time to practice denying yourself.  It is a time to practice giving up something 
so that you can spend more time with Jesus; it is a time to practice treating others as 
though they are more important than yourself.  Several characters in this movie deny 
themselves; they give up something important to themselves to help or save another 
character.  Some characters do the opposite, and some even do both!  Watch to see which 
characters are which. 
 

Watch the movie 
 

After you watch the movie 

 Describe some of the ways the four siblings in this movie - Peter, Susan, Edmund, and 
Lucy - don't always get along very well.  How do you and your brothers and sisters (if you 

have any) sometimes act like Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy? 

 Early in the movie, Peter says to Edmund, "you're so selfish."  How do Edmund's actions throughout the movie prove that Peter 
is right?  How does Edmund change from being selfish to self-less (thinking more about others than himself) by the movie’s end? 

 Which characters deny themselves?  How did they do this?  
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 Describe a time when you have treated someone as though what they wanted or needed was more important than what you 
wanted or needed. 

 Do you remember the word "repent?"  It means to turn away from sin.  Which characters repent and have a change of heart? 

 When Edmund meets Aslan for the first time, we see them together in the distance, but we don't hear what they are 
saying.  What do you suppose Edmund said to Aslan the first time they met?  What do you think Aslan said to him? 

 Aslan is meant to remind us of Jesus.  How does he do this?  What does he say, how does he act, what does he do that reminds 
you of Jesus? 

 Do you understand why Aslan had to die?  How does this help you understand why Jesus had to die? 

Choose one of the weekly challenges to complete this week, as a family.  By the end of Lent try at 
least one challenge from each category. 
 

Prayer—Assign family prayer partners.  Give each member of the family another family member to pray for.  Prayer partners 
pray for their family member every day.  Thank God for them; tell God about how they need help or guidance; ask God to bless 
them. 
 
Fasting—Fast from eating out.  Eat all of your meals at home, with food you bought at a grocery store—or grew yourself!  No 
fast food, no drive-through, no pizza delivery.  Spend time in thanksgiving for the food that God provides. 
 
Giving—Give to a MIPC Mission.  MIPC is involved with many missions and has a Mission Committee who prays about who to 
work with each year.  Talk about how you and your family can get involved.  Can you give time, goods, or money?  Decide       
together which mission and how your family will donate.  
 
Scripture Reading—Read the story of the Last Supper.  Read Matthew 26:17-30 (or read the story from a good Bible storybook).  
Prepare a nice meal for dinner, set the table with special occasion dishes if you have them.  Read and talk about the story as you 
eat together.  Note:  if you will attend a Maundy Thursday communion service this week, try to complete this challenge before 
Thursday. 
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After watching movies for six weeks of Lent, you might like to watch one more movie together to celebrate Easter. 
 
Many movies have been made retelling the story of Jesus life, death and resurrection.  We have compiled a list of some well-
known, classic titles portraying the life of Jesus and the Easter story.   Please note, unlike the Lent movie suggestions, we have not 
previewed these movies specifically.  Parents should preview these selections to determine whether they are appropriate for their 
family’s viewing. 
 
The Greatest Story Every Told (1965) 
King of Kings (1961) 
Jesus Christ Superstar (1973) 
The Jesus Film (1979) 
Son of God (2014) 
Risen (2016) 
 
As with the Lent movies, these titles are available for rent from Amazon and/or Netflix (some to stream, some DVD only).  The 
Jesus Film (1979) is also available to stream for free at www.jesusfilm.org/watch. 
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Here are some additional projects and activities your family can do during Lent.  Feel free to use one of these suggestions in place 
of a movie that isn’t a good option for your family, or as a fun family project for another day of the week.  
 
You can link to all of the suggested websites directly from www.mipc.org/families 
 
Lent Pretzels—Pretzels are a traditional Lenten food because their shape calls to mind arms crossed in prayer.  Google “lent 
pretzels” to learn more.  Here is a recipe for making pretzels: 

https://www.rca.org/resources/family-activity-lent-making-pretzels-0 
Bonus: soft pretzels are a great movie food!  Plan ahead and make some for movie night instead of popcorn! 
 
Easter Tomb—create a replica of Jesus’ empty tomb.  Here’s a really cool way to do it that involves growing seeds in a little rock 
garden. (You’ll need to start a couple of weeks before Easter for this one)   

http://www.cranialhiccups.com/2012/03/the-living-christ-calvarys-hill-or-empty-easter-tomb-garden-craft.html 
For something fun but a little less intensive try these options using salt dough, paper or paper plates 

http://nolongerconforming.blogspot.com/2010/04/empty-tomb-craft.html 
http://htmlimg4.scribdassets.com/170k8e1we8xaxif/images/1-1a85dcbe91.jpg 
http://www.freefuneaster.com/easter-crafts/he-is-risen-paper-plate-tomb-craft/ 

 
Chronicles of Narnia—Read the books alongside (or place of) the movies.  Especially recommended is Voyage of the Dawn 
Treader, chapters 5, 6, and 7 which recount Eustace’s adventure as a dragon.  His encounter with Aslan is quite different in the 
book than it is portrayed in the movie.  Talk about how Aslan transforming Eustace back into a boy (in the book) compares to the 
way God transforms our lives. 
Sacrifice Beans - Use a box of beans and an empty jar to practice making sacrifices all throughout Lent.  Fill a small box 
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Sacrifice Beans - Use a box of beans and an empty jar to practice making sacrifices all throughout Lent.  Fill a small box 



with dry beans.  Place an empty jar next to it.  Each time a family member gives up something for someone else or goes out of their 
way to do something kind for someone else, move a bean from the box to the jar.  Watch the jar fill all during Lent.  Check out this 
website for more details (and an Easter surprise to end the project)  

http://www.catholicicing.com/sacrifice-beans/ 
 

Easter Books - Read an Easter book together.  Some suggestions:  The Parable of the Lily by Liz Curtis Higgs, Jesus Calling Bible 
Storybook by Sarah Young, God Gave Us Easter by Lisa Tawn Bergren, The Tale of Three Trees by Angela Elwell Hunt, Easter in the 
Garden, by Pamela Kennedy, and The Giving Tree by Shel Silverstein. 
 

Go on a Walk - Lent is a time to draw closer to God. Do you know the story of Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane? Go on a walk in 
a garden. God desires to communicate with us do you see God in nature? What do you see and hear on your walk that brings you 
closer to God?  
 

Cooking - Make hot cross buns (or just frost buns). One origin story is that Anglican monks baked the buns, marked them with a 
cross in honor of Good Friday, and then delivered them to the poor. Spend time making buns together and frost them with the 
cross, remembering the great love of Christ. 
 

Clear Bags - Set a budget, go to the local store and purchase items to be given to the homeless. Purchase zip lock bags and fill. 
Ideas for inside the bag - wet wipes, chap stick, gum, soft granola bars, deodorant, and socks. Then keep the bags in your car to 
hand out. Talk about the importance of eye contact and asking the person if they would like the bag before handing it out.   

Temptation Cookies - While baking cookies talk about the Jesus in the desert and the temptations he faced. When the cookies are 
done, leave them out, but tell everyone they cannot eat them until the next day. Then talk about how tempting this might be and 
what they can do to resist temptation. Added challenge - the next day deliver the cookies to neighbors, retirement home, or take 
to church to share.  

Write Letters - Everyone enjoys receiving mail, and yet we have lost the art of letter writing. Write a thank you letter or thinking of 
you letter. Share something about your faith or write your clergy with questions about your faith. Sharing is vulnerable but 
important for all of us to do. You might even get a response!  
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